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INTRODUCTION
The importance of reading, both as a school.subject and as a
recreational activity, has been generally recognized by persons engaged
in t he teaching profession.

Reading is basic to a mastery of many other

school subjects, since comprehension of another subject may depend upon
ability to read.

The emphasis that has been given to reading is evident

from the extensive ·literature that has been published in recent years,
particularly since the publication in 1925 of the Twenty-fourth Yearbook
of the National Society for the Study of Education, (38 )* Part I, "The
Improvement of Reading." In this volume objectives were set forth and
procedures for their realization were outlined rather effectively.
Throughout the volume, anphasis was placed upon the provision of rich
and varied experience through wide reading, the fostering of permanent
interests in reading as a leisure activity, and the development of de
sirable attitudes and effective habits and skills.

Excellent suggestions

were included for helping the poor reader.
There was only a limited application of these suggestions, however,
and changing social conditions created new demands for reading which made
these partial changes inadequate.

Chapter VI of the Thirty-Sixth ·Year

book (39) of the same organization further emphasized the necessity of
providing and following the interests of children in order to develop
"tastes" for both present and adult reading.
*Numbers identify complete references to author and publisher
found in the Bibliography.
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A great·deal is being added to the literature of the reading ·field
by the annual conferences held at the University of Chicago.

Reports of

these conferences are compiled and edited by William S. Gray in Supple
mentary Educational Monographs, published in conjunction with the School
Review and t he Elementary School Journal.

The most recent is Number

65,

"Basic Instruction in Reading in Elementary and High School, " October,
1948.
It cannot be denied that c onditions in the reading field are bad
in spite of all that is being written on how to improve methods of
teaching.

The 1947 report of the 5th Grade Testing Program in Tennessee,

under the direction of Dr. Joseph E. Avent, shows that·this state is no
exception.

In this report Dr. Avent concludes:

"The four language arts

are less well learned (or taught) than are the two phases of arithmetic.
Word meaning and spelling show up least well on the tests. "

From a study

of the median pro file chart, paragraph meaning or reading comprehension
is one year below the national norm.
A survey of the reading conditions in the Athens City School
shows a very great percentage of retardation.

(Table I, p. 6)

in spite of the serious concern and efforts of the teachers.

This is
Considera

tion of these data, plus actual working experiences with the children as
they came to the library, led the writer to conclude that many cannot
read with the degree of miderstanding and ease that brings enjoyment to
the reading process.
upper grade boys.

This is particularly noticeable in the case of

Many of them come to the libraiy under protest;

seldom checked out any library materials, wi th the exception of an
occasional magazine.

they
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Library Service courses,dealing particularly with the field of
books and materials for children in the elementary schools, have anpha
sized the interest factor as a real motive in reading education. This
factor has been the theme of many notable studies, such as Arthur Jordan,
(26) Children's Reading Interests, 1921; A . I. Gates, (20) Interest and
Ability in Reading, 1930; May Lazar, (31) Reading Interests of Children,
1937; Witty and Kopel, (58) "Interest as a Factor in Reading, n in Reading
and the Educative Process, 1939; Marie Rankin, (43) Children's Interest
in

Library Books of Fiction, 1944; arrl Paul Witty, (55) "The Role of

Interest and Motive in the Reading Process," in Reading in Modern Educa
�, 1949.
It was the purpose of the writer to develop a program in a 6th
grade, that would use this interest factor as a motive to encourage ex
tensive reading. This reading program was carried on duri,ng the school
year of 1948-9, with a greater emphasis on the three month's period,
February-May.

In choosing books for the classroom collection, special

consideration was given to the interests of the slow readers, with the
hope that increased amount of reading would bring increased reading skills.
Further, there was an effort to improve the type of material read.

This

was done to encourage a variety of interests that would lead to an ex
panded reading program; improve the attitude toward books in general, am
reading in particular. It was hoped that increased reading might, inci
dentaJ.J.y, influence the social attitudes of the group, which had long
been considered a "problem group."
It will be the purpose of this paper to:

ix

(1)

describe the condition of the group at the beginnin� of the

year with respect to reading ability
(2)

and

opportunity;

give a brief discussion of some of the literature on the

subject of reading interests: what these interests are and how they can
be identified;
(3)

describe {a) the procedures and (b) materials used to en

courage reading in the 6th grade;
(4)

compare (a) the amount, quality, di fficulty a.n:l variety of

reading done by the bright and slow groups; (b) the amount, quality,
difficulty, and variety of reading done by boys and girls; (c) the
amount of books read in 1947-48 with the amount read during February
April, 1949.
The findings of this study will be:
(1)

a sunnna:ry of the reading program, with findings and noticeable

trends in the reading interests of present day children;
(2)

an evaluation of the reading program to incl ude an analysis

of the benefits derived by the "problen11 group;
(3)

recommendations to librarians, teachers, and parents for a

future reading program in Athens, or in a similar-situation.

CHAPTER I
DESCRIPTION OF THE READING SITUATION
Athens, Tennessee, situated on Highway 11, half way between
Knoxville and Chattanooga, has a school population of about 1200 white
elementary students. The city is divided into thre� school zones:
Forest Hill--450; North City-400; and Ingleside--350.* All of these
are eight grade, elementary schools, with a principal for each.
The City Board of Education, consisting of six members -who are
elected for staggered terms of six years, elects annually a City Super
intendent, the school principals and fac;:ulty, there being no tenure law.
Tl'B salary scale for teachers is the state ad.opted scale.

During recent

years, the salary has been slightly above that of the county
state as a whole.

and

the

Tnis may account for the fact that Athens recently

has not had any permit teachers, a.ni does have a large number of teachers
with four or more years of college work and many years of experience.
The staff consists largely of women-there being only one male teacher
in addition to the three principals.
are married.

Of these women the greater percent

There is also one music teacher who specializes in band

and chorus work, one full-time librarian, and a Bible teacher sponsored
and paid by the local churches.

These three special teachers arrange

*There is also a practice school for children living just outside
the city limits which is under the supervision of Tennessee Wesleyan
College and the County Board of Educ ation. In add:i.tion the City and
County jointly operate a 12 grade school for negroes.
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their schedules to avoid conflicts.
The school in which the study was made is Ingleside, the smallest
of the three, but the most recently built

am.

therefore considered to

be t he best equipped for a modern school program.

Although adequate at

the time of building, the school is badly overcrowded at present.

In

fact, the two first grades are housed in a separate building which two
years ago was purchased from the Oak Ridge surplus buildings stock to be
used only until a building program can be carried out.
Ingleside School has eleven teachers and the principal, the first
three grades having two teachers each, the others only one teacher each.
With one exception (the fifth-50) the grades are of average size-30.
Those who h ave degrees in this school are:
7th, one 3rd and one 2nd grade teachers.

the principal, 8th,

The t eaching experience ranges

from two to twenty years, the mdian being twelve years.
The school plant, a very attractive, one floor brick, was built
in 1938.

It consists of an auditorium--which seats 300 and also houses

the library; office; three restrooms; eight classrooms of approximately
equal size-20 1 by 30 1; one classroom 20 1 by 12 1 ; and the already
mentioned wooden addition used for the two first grades.

Except for the

latter, the school is heated by stoker controlled steam furnace.

There

is no cafeteria nor gymnasium, but a very adequate playground for fair
weather activities.

A large majority of the students go home for lunch;

the others eat in their grade rooms.

Milk can be bought through the

principal 1 s office and is sent to rooms just before lunch.
furnished to the underprivileged by a local service club.

Free milk is

3
The school day begins at 8 :15 and ends at 3:15, with the following
blocs of time being generally observed in the 4th-8th grades:
8:15
9:45
10:30
11:45
12:30
1:45
2:30

-

9:45
10:30
11:45
12:30
1:45
2:30
3:15

Social Studies
Recess and Chapel
Language and Arts
Noon
Drill Arithmetic, Spelling
Physical F.ducation or Supervised Play
Arts and study

A discussion of a reading program demands a description of the
library materials and facilities available.

The small room originally

designed for the library had to be used as a classroom, a:rrl no other room
being available, shelves were set up in the right hand dressing room of
the auditorium, a space about 16' by 10 1•
on the stage and using the seats

in

By

placing tables and chairs

the auditorium, a library program is

carried out as will be described.
The book collection consists of about 1200 usable books:

reference,

informational, recreational fiction, and picture books for younger reade:-s.
These books are chosen largely from the Children's Catalog ••agazines
subscribed to are: .American Girl (4), Boy's Life _(9), Child Life (13),
Jack and Jill (23), Jr . Language and Arts (27), National Geographic (36),

� Road for Boys (40), Popular Mechanics (41), Popular Science (42),
School Arts (44), Skywqs (46), and Story Parade (49).

All library materials may be circulated, reference material being
taken to the rooms as needed but not checked out

by

students for home us�.

*The Children's Catalog, revised frequently, lists more than 4000
books and pamphlets of superior quality for elementary schools. In ad
dition to an alphabetical arrangement by subject, author and title, there
is a classified Dewey Decimal arrangenent and a graded list.
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The library is open for use of reference materials and current magazines
daily, but th e librarian is at this school all day Wednesdq and on
Friday afternoon.
Circulation of books, informational and recreational, is done only
on Wednesdays.

Class groups are scheduled in advance for a total library

period of from 30 to

45

minutes.

During this library period, the teacher

brings her group into the a uditorium, seats them on the side adjacent to
the "library" and helps the librarian supervise behavior and selection of
books.

The selection is done by a few students. going into the library at

a time, returning the books borrowed and choosing others.
Library assistants, two chos en from each room for a six weeks
period, card and st amp books and magazines during this 30 minute period,
leaving the librarian free to help in book selection.

These assistants

are also responsible during the six weeks period for obtaining helpful
books and reference material for class use on days when the librarian
is not present.

Teachers can also ask for temporaiy room collections

on a particular subje ct, which the librarian and library assistants are
glad to supply.
Books are kept for two weeks or less, but above the 4th grade are
subject to fines if kept overtime.

The .fir st and second grades do not

have a regular library period for checking out books at the beginning
of the year.

Instead, each h as a story hour on alternate weeks, either

in the classroom or th e library, with classroom collections changed as
often as the teacher desires.

After Christmas, a second grade schedule

is arranged for checking out books on alternate weeks w.i th additional
books kept in the room by the teacher, while the first grade continues

5
as before Christmas.

The writer con sider•

the library procedure inade

quate, b ut hopes for improvement l'ben a building program shall

be com

pleted.
Mention should be made of the circulation record.

Such figures

are significant, though it cannot be assmned that all books checked out
are books read.

For the s chool year

1948-9

the circulation of books and

magazines show the following:

1760
2456
2436
2160
2425
2558
2978
212)
890

September
October
Novanber
December
January
February
March
April

M�
The total,

19763,

56

averaged

(term erided May

15)

per child during the year.

The financial record of the library program as related to this
school for

1948-9

shows that the t otal amount spent for books, profes

sional books, supplies, etc., was

$249.61,

or

$0.71

per child.

As a background for this study, a survey was made of the level of
reading achievement of the pupils in the Athens City Schools.
p. ·6)

(Table I,

The survey was based on the third part, Reading, of Coordinated

Scales of Attainment

(17)

given to all the students in .April

1948.

Table I shows the. grade dis tribution of the s tudents, according
to reading ability, in half year intervals from thos e below grade
those above grade
for each grade.

10.0.

1.0

to

The median score is recorded below the total

The enclosed block represents the normal reading level

at the time of examination.

This serves as a point f rom which to compute

TABLE I
SURVEY OF ATHENS CITY SCHOOLS SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF STU DENTS
ACCORDHG TO READING ACHIEVEMENT RECORDS OF APRIL 1948
•

•

•

3rd Grade : 4th Grade : 5th Grade : 6th Grade : 7th Grade : 8th Grade
A B C : A B C : A B C : A B C : A B C : A B C

5

1
3
1
8
:

:
:
:
:
:
:

:

Total
Median

.
.

.L

1

:

:
:
:
:
:
:

:

.
.
.

L

1

4

:

3

:
:
:
:
:
:

:

.
.
.

� ---·-·
--�-- f��� :

-- - - :

:

:

2

:

:

:

4 :

O.L..L..LJ

:

27 3
4

4

1 1 4
2 2
1

0

8 :
4

6 9
1 2 2
3

:

:

.
..
..

:

1

h
7

:

..

4 :
J

:

:
:

:

.

.
.
.
:

:

:

:

7

7)

6

1 3
16 2
6
3
3

2

2
3
3

7
4
4
...,.. __,___
6
1

:
:

:

.

.
.
.

2

2
2

3

..

4

3 1
8 1

23 :

12
2
2 5 4 :
4 6 7 : 3

.
.
.
: 37 45

2 2
2

5

4
1

.

39 : 36 32 31
50 38 30 : 59 47 33
: 60 61 61 : 60 68 60 : 65 50 34 : 76 49 53
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: 2.11.8 2D : 2.6 2.8 1.6 : 3.14.0 1.,.1 : 3.2 3'3 .3.3 : L.5 5.o 6. 7 : 6.2 5.0 6.5 : 7.5 6/J ao : fiB 8.4 fi9

* A - Forest Hill,

B - North City, C - Ingleside

0'
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the number of pupils below or above normal in each grade.

It is obvious

from the table that, in nearly every grade, there is a much greater
number of pupils below the desired reading level than on or above it.
The 6th grade group chosen for this stuey is indicated in Table I
by 5th Grade C, since Table I is based on test given in April 1948.
Table II (p. 8) shows this group aITanged according to reading level
from the highest-8.6, to the lowest-3. 5.
grade level and I. Q. *

Table II also sha.vs sex, age,

The total grade achievement as well as reading

level is based on the Coordinated Scales of Attainment given in 1948.
One of the reasons for choosing this g roup as the b asis of study
was the fact that they had been considered by teachers and administra
tors a "problem" group.

That is, they had given considerable evidence

of certain undesirable qualities, such as:
(1)
(2)
(3)
( 4)
(5)
(6)

lack of consideration for other children;
wrong type of aggression in the room and on the playground;
lack of dependability and initiative;
failure to cooperate in group projects;
lack of knowledge of the t echniques of study;
lack of security in their relationships with teachers and
each other.

A study of the social b ackground of the group brought out several
significant facts.

First, there were noticeable differences in home life.

Five of the group were the youngest of lar ge families.
with their grandparents.

Fou r were "only" children.

broken homes, two others nearly so.

Three boys lived
Nine were from

Two thirds of the mothers worked.

*The California Test of Mental Maturity was given to the class on
Jan. 20, 1949. The age of each pupil is of this date. Only 27 members
were present at that time. It was not thought advisable to use other
I. Q. test results with these, so four are omitted in Table II.
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TABLE II
SEX,' AGE, READING LEVEL, GRADE LEVEL AND I. Q. OF THE 6TH GRADE
OF INGLESIDE SCHOOL 1948-49 RANKED ACCORDING TO READING
L1-VEL AS MEASURED BY THE COORDINATED SCALES OF
ATTAINMffiT GIVEN APRIL 1948

Pupil
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8

9
10

ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

26
27
28
29

30

31

.
.
.
.
.
..
.
.
.
.
•.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

Sex
B
G
B
B

G

B

G

B

G

G

G

G
G

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

G

B
B
B
B

G

B
B
B

G

B

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
:

.
.
.:
.

Jan. 19U9
Age
11-4
1211-6
12-7
11-8
11-10
11-9
11-3
11-0
10-11

11-2

12-3
13-3
12-3
12-2
11-7
11-9
11-1
1611-3
11-5
11-11
12-1
11-10
13-5
13-10
14-8
14-2
13-2
12-11
13-1

.
.
.
.
.
.
.•

Reading
Level
8.6
8.2
7.7
7.5
7 .4
7.4
7.3
7. 1
7.0
1. 0

7.0

6.6

6.5
6. 5
6 • .5
6.1
6.o
6.o

.

l

.
..

.
.
.
.
.

5 .7
5.5
5.2
4.5
4. 2
4.1
4. 0
4.0
4.o
4.0

4.o
3.7

3.5

Grade
Level
8.0
8. 3

8.8

.5. 8
1 .1
7.9
6.5
5.7
7.7

5.8
1.3

6. 5
.5.7
6.1
5.7
6.6
5.7
5.8
6.3
5.7

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
:
.
:
.
.

3.8

.

4.5
4.o
5. 6
5.0

5.8

112
127
92
108
125
121
121

91
108
104
111
166
120

87

121
103
99

6-.4

4.8
4.7
4.0

I. Q.
123
114
130

104
:

.
.

:

88

69
78
79

103
82
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In one case there was an invalid mother. One boy was ne arly a cripple,
having been severely burned. One boy had spent several months in a
refonn school.
In the seconi place, the economic status
varied.

six

of

the group was quite

Some had too much money and were rarely denied anything, while

had very little and received free milk at school.

There were also

differences in size and age among both boys and girls.
sixth grade ccnsists of 11 and 12 year old children.

Ordinarily, the
In this case, the

ages of the eleven girls ranged from 10-10, to 13-10, two being above
13.

The twenty boys• ages ranged from 11-1 to 16, six being above 13.

(Table II, p. 8) To account for this "over-age," a check of the per
manent record cards was made.

This showed that there were only four cases

of r epeated grades, but that several of the students had not entered
school until the age of 8.
There were differences in mental ability which ranged from an
I. Q. of 69 to an I. Q. of 130, as measured by the California Test of
Mental Maturity (11}.

This test contains material of s�ffic ient range

and diversity to indicate the degree of maturity in relation to the
major factors involved in intellectual capacity, as well as a general
measurement of mental maturity.
language factors.

This is shown as language and non

The diagnostic profile is designed to show graphically

the relative extent to which each person possesses these abilities.
The median of the twenty-seven t ested was:
SUMMARY OF DATA
Total Factors
Language Factors
Non-Language Factors

I. Q.
106
106
106

MENTAL AGE
12-10
12- 7
12-11

10
In percentile rank the median of this sixth grade group showed
the following deviations from the norm of .50:
Memory
Spatial Relationship
Logical Reasoning
Numerical Reasoning
Vocabulary
Total Mental
Language
Non-Language

/.
/.
/.
/.

=

20
30
10
20

� 10
� 20
/. 20

The above figures indicate that the c lass was above the average
in intelligence.

To t�e writer, this explains a little further the

"problem attitude" of the group.

It seems logical t hat with such an

intelligence level, a la�k of early guidance in h<1N to make use of native
ability accounts in some measure for the lack of application to work at
this point.
The educational b ackgroond of this cl�s was, for the greater
part, the same.

About three fourths of the class had been in Ingleside

their entire school life.

The transfers, in all cases except three, were

from the other city schools.
There were educational factors in addition to the soc ial factors
which may help explain the attitudes of the group.

One of these factors

was the necessity of half day attendance during their first and second
years because of a lack of teachers and available ro oms for teaching.
Each of these years, one teacher taught half the children in the morning,
and the other half in the afternoon, alternating morning and afternoon
groups each six weeks.

A second factor was the l arge number of substitute

teachers in charge of the group during the 2rd, 3rd, and 4th years.
ticularly was this the case during the third year, when ten different

Par

11

persons taught for lengths o f time varying from a few weeks to a few
months.

To add to the group ' s general attitude of unrest and instability,

their 5th grade teacher was trans ferred from the 8th grade agains t her
wi shes.

Further, the 6th g rade teacher was having serious eyestrain.
These social arrl educ ational factors are not the only reasons for

general attitudes , b ut the fact remains that the group could not or did
not con sider itself a unit, and had a very unsatis factory attitude toward .
study.

In fact, many did not know how to d o independent work , but alwqs

waited to be told what to do next in the c lassroom.
amount of unrest and general confusion.

This caused an added

On the plS3"ground, too, the

group, th ough supposed to play together , often had trouble, the older boys
teasing the younger , and in the case of two boys in particular , engaging
in fights .

The few girls, on the other hand, "Wh ile n ot aggressive, seemed

not to have much in common, due , in part at least, to the different social
and religious backgrounds of the individuals.
During the 4th and 5th years, as well as the early months of the
6th year, the writer, as librarian, had oc casion to observe the library
habits of this group.

The bright students read well, but the slower ones ,

when offered assistance in selection, very often refused the chosen book.
Boys, in particul ar , either surreptitious]JT chos e picture books or a
magazine to be leafed through for picture value.
At the beginning of this school year , a former member of the claS3
g a ve to the Ingleside School a collection of books of g rade range from
very ea� to about 6th grade level.
and check out these books first.

This grade was allowed to examine

All the class seemed delighted to do
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so, especially the b oys , though most of the b ooks were really too easy
for the maj ori ty of the s tudents .

It was conclu:led by th e librarian

that in a great many c ases, th ese children, boys p�icularly, either
c ould not read average 6th grade books , or tha t the library did not have
enough books to meet their n eeds .
Furth er , convers ation w.i.th t eacher , pa.r ents and th e s tudents
themselves disclos ed the fact that the radio , movies , and c omic bo oks
were occupying more of their time than were library books and magazines .
It seemed advisable to do s ometh ing-since , to a librarian , _grow
ing up with books is mos t important .
time for action .

Book Week was th ou ght to be a good

During th is week, teachers and librari ans t ry to make

th e children c onscious of the value of bo oks by posters, new boo k j acket s ,
and talks about books .

MateriaJ. for such a pro gram was obta:in ed from the

Children 1 s Book Council ( 14 ) .

In addition, th e lib rarian was asked to

prepare a program on Children ' s Books for th e Ath ens Woman 1 s Club , to be
given the first Tuesday in November .

All these circumstanc es led to

the idea of asking these 6th graders if th ey would like to have a part
in pr eparing such a program.

The idea appealed t o th em an:i was expanded

by agreement to include a play, Those Exciting Comic s .*

All the children

had some part in the pr ogram , which was definitely aimed to present
library books vs . comic books in favor of the former .

This was especially

true of the play, in which book characters such as Tom Sawyer , Long John
Silver , and Heidi c onvincingly argue that they are just as exciting as

*Grade Teach er , October,

1948.

l3
the comics.

The program was given not only at �e Woman ' s Club but also

at North City School an d twice at Ingle side.
In Chapter I the reading situation has been described-a group of
20 boys and 11 gi rls with varying d egrees of ability--some of whom want ed
to read, but others who definitely were not interested.

Before continuing

this rep ort of what was done to impro ve the situation which is consid ered
in Chapters III and IV, it is the int ent of Chapter II to make a brief
survey of some of the literature on children • s reading interests, and to
discuss the use of an int erest inventory in determining the interests of
th ese children .

CHAPTER II
THE INTEREST MOTIVE
In a balanced reading program, the stuey of children ' s interests
is a basic consideration.
change.

As Rankin

However, it is true that reading interests

(43 :139) says :

All adults actively c oncerned with the readi ng of children,
whether they be teachers , librarians , writers , editors or pub
lish ers, need to keep abreast of the changing interes ts of young
adolescents a nd not depend entirely on studies of interests made
generations ago, even though those s tudies ser ved their time well.
What are the interests of children?
a basis for a reading program?

How can they be identified as

This chapter wi ll seek to answer these

questions by a study of some of the literature on the subj ect, and also
a s tudy of the Witty-Kopel

(58 ) Interest Inventory, and its us e in this

particular study.
Dora V. Smith

(48 : 222) s ays, "A habit of reading is developed,

not only by sharing books and literature with others but by finding
the books which will satisfy one ' s own needs. " Arbuthnot
this thought :
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(5)

continues

As the child s truggles to satisfy his needs, he is for

ever seeking to maintain the precarious balance between personal happiness
and s ocial approval, and that is no easy task.

Books can help him directly

or indirec tly. tr
Witty

(55 :49) makes clear the fac t that effective programs in

reading are based upon children 1 s needs as shown by a study of their
phys ical and social maturation, pr evious experience, purpos es , interests,
and attitudes.

Arbuthnot

( 5)

lists these needs as :
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(1)

the need for security; material, emotional and spiritual;

(2 )

the need to belong-to be a part of a group;

(3 )

the need to love and to be loved;

(4 )

the need to achieve--to do or be someth ing worthy;

(5)

the need to lmow :

(6)

play:

(7)

the need for aesthetic satisfaction.

intellectual security;

the need for chang e ;

For ye ars capable teacher s have utilized children' s needs and
interests as strong motives for learning .

Committees engaged in curri

culum development or reconstruction have given full recognition to the
interests of boys and girls at different ages.
Specialists (58 ) in reading also recommend that teachers utilize
existing interests as a starting point for instruc tion, but they are fully
aware that some interests are transito:cy and that others are unworthy of
extension.
Therefore it is s uggested by Witty (55) that teachers aim to modify
old patterns, create new interests, and raise the level of pupils ' tastes.
In fact, the interests of boys and girls on coming to school may be thought
of as constituting the opportunity and obligation of teachers.

The in-

terests of pupils at the time they leave a class or school reveal the
extent to which the teacher has accepted re sponsibility fo r directing
pupil growth.
Marie Rankin (43 : 140) concludes he r stuey- with t his statement:
It is probably now universally admitted by competent per
sons that children enter with more enthusiasm and with a higher
degree of suc cess into activities which, to them, are intrin
sically interesting. However, few of these canpetent persons
would be willing to accept child interest as the sole criterion
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for determining all material provided for them. To accept the
child ' s present interests and choices as the best single guiding
principal does not rule out secondary bases of guidance. It is
to be hoped that the guidance trend will be inc reasingly in the
direction of selecting for the children books wh ich not only
receive the sanction of those who are literary critics, or the
moral and intellectual guardians of youth, but books that are
also interesting to the children who are to read them .
A Review o f the Literature
Many studies have been made of children • s reading from the view
point of the interest motive, as revealed in various bibliographies,
includi ng Library Literature, Education Index, Ten Years of Research in
Reading, and Journal of Educ ational Research.

Those studies to be dis

cussed in some detail are Jorca n ( 26) , Gates ( 20 ) , Lazar (31 ) , and
Rankin ( 43) •
Jorda n ( 26 ) , in answering the question, "Why do children like one
book rather than another?" indicates a belief that ttinstinctive forces"
drive them to their choice.

In the case of boys this "instinct" is

towards books of fighting in bold adventurous situations .

Those books

produce a sense of satisfaction in the reading because of :
(1 )

physical strength and aptitude;

( 2)

self control, particularly in criti cal situations;

(3)

independence based on actuality;

(4)

�aldng a team at the expe nse of a n unjust rival;

(5)

saving a person ' s life;

(6 )

gaining the mastery in a physical combat when the opponent :is
despic able;

(7)

being loyal;
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(8 )

going somewhere;

(9)

having new experiences of almost any kind;

(10)

gaining the plaudits of his fellows;

(11)

being honest, straightforward, open, trustworthy;

(12 ) winning admiration, even of an eneicy, in these things.
In the case O'f girls' interests, the " maternal instinct 0 is ex
pressed again ar:d again

in

the h eroines of the books.

Generally speak

ing, the emotions play a much larger part in girls ' stories.

Reading

produces satisfaction in the case for girls when the heroine:
(1 )

shows kindliness to others, especially to th ose who are in
distress;

( 2 ) wears beautifully tailored clothes;
(3 )

holds her position soc ially as high as anyone;

(4 ) is honorable and possesses a clean mind;
( 5 ) is unselfish;
(6 ) is useful

in

the home;

(7)

plays pranks at school;

(8 )

is honest at sch ool;

(9)

gains the esteem of those worthwhile at school;

(10) is loved and admired for herself;
(11 )

protects those weaker;

(12 ) has things happen to her;
(13 ) is open and not deceitful;
( 14 )

gets a box from home, and has a feast until late hours;

(15 )

is successful in dramatics;

(16 )

goes to a city, if raised in the country.
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In girls the "maternal - instinct" and the ki ndliness of the earlier
years are reinforced by the sex impulse with the result that at the teen
age, at least

85%

of the total number of books liked is composed of adult

and juvenile fiction .
It is true that Jordon has given us an outline of the readi ng
patterns for boys and girls in the points me ntione d above. But to at
tribute them all to 11 instinct 11 is not reasonable.

Lazar (31 : 92 ) says

that it is no longer believed that "instinct" plays such a major role in
the development of a child.

Children still like t he type of stories that

their parents and grandparents liked with the difference that, to be most
satisfying, they must be modern.
Gates ' (20) study, deals largely with certain fac tors wh ich in
fluence interest and ability, such as vocabular y bur den , type of material,
literary characteristics, and reading purpose a nd situation.

His book

leads to the developme nt of the unit type of activity in which reading js
used as a part of a comprehensive program of activities.

Gates (20 : 11 )

makes this important statement,
One of the best things to do for a poor reader is to give
him plenty of sufficiently easy reading material . As he reads
wide ly, in simple oo oks, he gains fluency , confidence, a nd vocabu
lary. Then he will be ready for somewhat more advanced reading.
This stateme nt implies a belief that many or all fundamen tal reading habits
are influe nced by the difficulty of th e material at upper grade levels as
well as the initial stages of learning, for both boys and gir ls.
Smith (48 : 223) further emphasizes this thought by saying :
Nothing is more clearly detrimental, both to growth in
reading power and to the developme nt of a love of reading, than
forcing a child to read beyond his powers. Every elementacy
school should make avai lable to teachers the results of
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investigation of the difficulty of reading material that they
may advise wisely according t o the reading level of individual
pupils.
Various studies, Johnson ( 25 ) , Rankin (43 ) , Terman (51) , have shown
that there are differences in the reading interests of boys and girls,
although the interests of the two groups do have considerable common
ground.

In general, children show few sex differai.ces in interests up

to the age of nine, except for an inor dinate interest in trains, cars,
or airplanes on the part of some small boys.

Animal stories and stories

of children like themselves are at the top always.
the middle years, particularly among girls.

Fairy tales satisfy

A love o f mystery and ex

citement increases in the upper years when often children want their
animal stories in far-off dangerous settings like those of Silver Chief.
At the same time the young people like themselves must do "surpassing"
things.

After the age of 10, boys show an inc:reasing interest in books

of realistic adventure and girls in the imaginativ e story with a senti
mental touch.
May Lazar • s (31) study brought out some very worthwhile findings.
These are particularly :
(1)

bright children read more than dull, but their interests are

very much alike;
(2.)

girls read more than boys ;

(3 )

although the kind best liked is "mystery stories " for both

boys and girls, there are marked sex differences in most of the choice
o! reading material.

Types liked :

for boys in order of rank-mystery,

adventure, detective, history, invention, science, nature and animal,
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funny tales, biography, novels, home and school, poetry; for girls
mystery, fairy tales, adventure, home and school, history, detective,
novels, nature and animal, . biography, poetry, science, invention;

(4 )

boy� are only slightly interested in types selected by

girls, but girls often read types selected by boys;

( 5)

boys read magazines more frequently than girls; detective

and mystery type magazines being most popular with bo ys and general
types wit h girls.

Chi�dren I s ma gazines are read more frequently by the

bright pup ils;
(6) · comic section of the newspaper is by far the most popular
section for both boys and girls; girls show a wider variety of interests,
although boys read newspapers more frequently.
Mi s� Lazar ' s (31) i nventory of volunta:cy reading showed:
(1)

wide acquaintance with titles vazying from very simple to

those of adult level;
( .2 )

two main trends i n the type of books read--popular juvenile

series and standard children ' s classics-analysis of the reasons for the
popularity of series books showed that children liked them chiefly be
cause of the elements of adventure, action, excitement, thrills;
(3 )

quality _of reading reasonably satisfactory.

Miss Lazar' s recormnendati ons for a better reading . program are
particularly apt :
(1 )

improve the tools of reading for all children, particularly

the dull;
(2)

make available the "bettern ma terials so that more pupils
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may have the opportunity of selecting them;
(3 )

devise interesting materials suitable to children of all

degrees and levels of ability.
The concluding s entence from this study is pertinent:
Perhaps if we are successful in developing constructive
social attitudes in our pupils through well-directed reading
{both informational and recreational ) , they may later apply
this knowledge to making this world a better place in which to
live rather than a place from which to escape.
Rankin (43 ) is concerned chiefly with the fiction reading of Junior
High School pupils, but this study does deal with the 6th grade interests,
since it is from an adolescent and near adolescent approach .

Miss Rankin's

findings, based on circulation records of ei ght public libraries, include :
(1)

a listing of the ten most popular books of fiction among boys

and girls as follows :
TITLE
Sue Barton, Senior Nurse
The Good Master
eacidieW"oodlawn
Silver Chief to the Rescue
Mountain GirlThe Jinx Ship
Silver Chief, Dog of the North
Who Rides in the D ark?
Peggfeovers the News .
Sue Barton, Student Nur se

AUTHOR

THEME

Boylston
Seredy
Brink
O'Brien
Fox
Pease
O'Brien
Meader
Bugbee
Boylston

Career for girls
Tomboyish escapades
Tomboyish escapades
Dog hero
Home, school, career
Sea adventure
Dog hero
Historical mystery
Career for girls
Career for girls

(2} analysis of each of the ten as to format, titles, theme, set
ting, characters, style, grade;
(3 )

comparison of the ten best-liked with some of the least liked,

notably Newbery Award winners .
Miss Rankin concludes (43 :139) that in fiction the story's the thing .
The format of the book is important only as it gives clues to the character
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of the story .

A book may be drab in c olor, language and c omparatively

difficult to read, but if it is a story about nursing for girls, about
adventures in flying for boys or one of several other popular themes,
it is apt to attract the attention of many adolescents .

Adults wh o

select or recommend leisure reading for children would do wel l to acknowl
edge the intense interest of these modern themes for young adolescents.
Although Miss Rankin ' s findings are of general signific ance, not
all young people have acc ess to public libraries.

School libraries are

beginning to offer more material and more guidanc e in the choice of books,
especially for the elementary grades, where guidance· is very necessary.
The methods to be employed in improving reading interests are not
clearly defined by articles reporting reading investigations .

Hcswever,

certain helpful suggestions have been made.
(1)

The c ourse of study in readi ng for pleasure and appreciation

should be based on the nature of the child himself; that is, one should
start with the present interests of the pupil.
(2)

Moreover, one should attempt to satisfy his needs as well.

( 3)

The reading material should be related to contemporary events

and to voc ational values wherever possible.
(4)

The format is important, but not as much as t he sto:cy itself.

(5 )

The re should be a wide selection of bo oks to c are for the

varied inte rests and abilities of individuals.
(6 )

Easy accessibility of reading materials is a significant

factor.
The last point was emphasized by La Brant and Heller (30: 217 ) in the
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following words :

"The problem of teaching pupils to read good magazines

lies in making these magazines available in quantity , in provi ding situa
tions where they may be read pro fitably and in allowing leisure for their
use. 11
Identifying Children ' s Interests by Means of the Interest Invento ry
Knowing the ment al and educational level is not enough on which to
build a successful reading program.

Curriculum content, many educators

(58 ) assert, must deal with children ' s problems, needs, a nd interests if
it is to have functional significance, an d immediate meaning and appli
cation .

Various methods for obtaining this type of �nformation have been

utilized in progressive schools. They have found expression in non
reading courses of study, conduct curricula, activity units, and the
numerous adaptations of the proj ect method.

But the methods of ascer

taining children' s interest� have been incidental or at best poorly con
ceived.

Often they seem to depend upon a naive credulity in children ' s

verbal responses to a few leading questions.

In other instances, the in

terests are expressed under certain conditions of the classroom which
lead children to state or express the wishes or interests of the teacher.
Witty and Kopel

(58 :34) expe rime nted for several years in the

development of techniques for ascertaining with rel ative precision the
actual interests and probable needs of boys and girls.

Several methods

were tried, including an "I Wonder" box, a simple questionnaire concerning
recreation, and an interview fonn which has been revised three times to
incorporate significant new items and to eliminate or modify irrelevant

elements.

This form, the Interest I nventory, was found to yie ld practical

and reliable data concerning children' s interests and experiential back
ground.
Only those parts of the Interest Inventory that seem to the write:most pertinent to a program of recreational reading wi�l be considered:
(1)

play and recreation, (2)

and magazines,

(4)

comic books,

vocational ambitions.

radio and motion pictures, (3)

(5)

newspapers

books, (6) wi shes and dreams, ( 7)

A discussion of Witty 1 s

(55)

findings on these

points will be follovred by a general summary of the writer' s use of the
inventory.
(l )

One of the pioneer studies of the play activities of elementary

and secondary school pupils was reported by Lehman and Witty in 1927.

An

unpublished study made in the Chicago area by Witty and Coomer in 1946
yielded data somewhat similar.

I n fact, tne changes necessary to make

the findings of 1927 represent toda.v ' s trends in play wou ld involve chiefly
a shift in rank of some items assoc iated with the increased popularity of
the radio, the comic magazine, and the pic ture magazines.

By the time

· boys are twelve years of age they turn from "pretend" games to more highly
organized games such as tennis and baseball.

O n the part of both boys

and girls a tendency develop s to take part to a greater extent in sedentary
pursuits; going to movies, riding in an auto, and watching contests gain
in favor .

Included in play activities could be hobbies or making col

lections.

The average number of collections decreases after the age of

9 or 10.
(2)

In several studies, it has been found that the average child
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s pends two hours or more a day listening to the radio .

Since 90% of

American homes have one or more radios , it is no wonder that children
engage in this national pastime.

The radio satisfies with almost no

effort on the child' s part his desire for highly exciting, imaginative
experience.

Jersild

(24 : 500) states :

Among programs that decline in popularity as children
grow older are dramatizations of fairy tales and other programs
of a frankly make-believe sort--while certain adult comedians
who supply a relatively broad type of humor, suppleme nted by
"funny" noises or slapstick have an ap peal at all age levels .
Boys and girls go to the movies frequently an d sometimes rate
this acti. vi ty above the radio in their leisur e time preferences .

Al

though the average attendence is once or twice a week, some attend movies
three or four times a week.

They like the same elements in a movie that

attract them over the radio, namely, action, adventure, a nd excitement.
However, Jersild

(24:506) states th at

Reports of movie interests at any given time mus t be
taken with a good deal of reservation, for the c hoice depends
to a large degree upon what happens to have been available re
cently, and upon the tastes cultivated by the kind of fare of
fered in the past.
It is safe to s ay that both boys and girls like nearly all the
Dis ney produc tions .

Films abou t cowboys and pilots interest them greatly

also.
( 3)

The newspaper attracts young children an d continues to hold

their interest as they grow older.
section.

The comic strip is the favorite

Periodicals have rec ently come to appeal strongly to pupils in

elementary school.

Today boys and g irls show a keen interest in �

Weekly Reader (34) , Jack a nd Jill ( 23 ) , Story Parade (49) , Boyo" Life (9) .,
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American Girl (4), and Jr. Language and Arts (27).

(4) It has been repeatedly shown that boys and girls in elementary
schools read the comics extensively. In fact, among middle grade children,
it is the preferred reading pursuit.
was about
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(55 : 37) The average number read

per week in grades IV, V, VI.

The similarity in children ' s

responses to the comics was particularly noticeable in their preference
for Batman, Supenna.n, Famous Funnies, Maggie, Ace, Flash, and Jungle
Adventures.

(5 ) Boys turn to realistic narrative in which the el ement of

adventure is pronounced, while girls continue to favor themes of home
and school life, and show a decidedly greater inclination to read ro
mantic stories, especially career stories. Fie tion is more popular than
non-fiction.
(6 ) Most of the children ' s wi shes are related to recreational
activities, tools, books, toys, pets, etc.
children mature.

Dreams tend to decrease as

Jersild ( 24) notes that children's thoughts at

all

ages are directed toward accomplished objective facts and toward the
acquisition of objects, rather th an toward the possession of powers with
in themselves which would enable then to win the things they desire .
In connection with the study of a child, information concerning
dreams is one item among many which contributes to a complete understand
ing of the springs or drives to action, though their significance may be
overemphasized.
(7 ) It appears that occupational choices are not much more
realistically made today than they were a decade ago.

Mos t of the boys
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aspire t o enter oc cupati ons in which relatively few adults are employed,
such as engineers and doc tor s .

The se studies reveal a great ne ed for

guidanc e in order that voc ational choic es may be in line with opportunities .
The form of the Interest Inventory given to th e study group was
derived from Witty-Kopel

(58 )

Appendix

A.

All of the que stions of Form

III, Pupil Report of Interests and Activitie s , Parts 1 and 2, were us ed .
Answers were tabulated relating to play ; radio ; motion picture ; the read
ing of newspapers ; magazines and b ooks ; dreams and wi shes ; and voc ational
ambitions .

Additional information about th e amount and type of comic

books read was included in th e lists of reading submitted by each student .
The Intere st Invento ry was given t o all students in this group, bl t
tabulation was made only for the upper and lower thirds , in order to bring
out any great differenc es in the int erests of th e "bright " and "dull . 11
In general, th e findings of this tabulation fo llowed those of Wit ty given
in th e preceding s ection of this chapter .

However, a brief sunnnary of

the writer ' s findings is c onsidered to be of value .
In spite of the fact that the majority of both

11bright tt

and

11 dull "

student s cho se reading as the favorite leisure time activity, answers to
othe r questions and a listing of activiti es en gaged in showed that
basketball was most popular .

(The inv entory was taken in January when

th e basketball season was at its height . )
and nine of th e ten

11dull 11

Seven of the "bri ght " students

chos e this sport .

It appe ared from the ex

t�nsive list of activiti es th at the group had vary little time for read
ing .

For the "brightJ' the most popular activities ·were :

basketball,

reading, sewing , horseback riding, movies , bicycle riding, and playing
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the piano.

For the ttdull, 11 the most popular were:

basketball, reading,

radio, Sunday funnies, bicycle riding, and drawing.
Interest in the movies was general, except fo r two boys.

Attendance

averaged once or twice a week, although four of the "dull" students went
four or five times weekly.

The majority of the group attended movies on

SaturdS¥, which probably accounts for the popularity of western actors
and actresses.

Choices of titles, however, indicated that whatever was

currently being s hown was popular.

Three of the "dull" students went

to the movies alone, but the others went wi th friends or parents.
Listening to the radio appeared to be an activity of the "dull"
more than of the •'bright."

In both cases, mysteries such as The Shadow,

and westerns such as The Lone Ranger a nd Roy Rogers were most popular .
The answers on reading amounts and interests were too general and
varied for accurate tabulation.

It seemed that the number of books in

the home and the number of parents who read were veey small.
students ' homes had more books and magazines.
in newspapers.

The bright

The f1lllllies were read most

The most widely read magazines were:

American Girl (4 ) ,

Boys ' Life ( 9), Popula r Science (42), Jack and Jill ( 23), and Story ·
Parade

(49) .

Very few of these were home subscriptions.

books most liked were mystery series, animal and science.
were read very widely.
others read from 2 to

The types of
Comic books

Two boys and two girls did not read any, but the
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weekly.

A study of the titles of the comic books

showed that a majority were of the type reconnnended by Parents • Magazine
as being the least harmful-True Comics, Classic s, Walt Disney Comics
and Polly Pigtails.

There were othe rs of the Batman, Supennan and Captain
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Marvel type .

Girls read c omic s le s s th an did the boys .

The invento ry did not re veal a great deal about dreams , wi shes ard
voc ational ambitions .

Mos t of the answers were negative as to dreams ,

minor obj ects desired as to wi shes, a nd "don I t know " as to vocational
ambitions .
From the study of the literature and the Interest Inventory, it
is evident that th e int erests in reading of 6th grade children are based
on their rec�eational activiti es .

Interest in the movies, radio, maga

zines , and c omic s c arry over into int erests in books, not ably in the
themes of action, excit ement, m;.vstery and s uspense .

Rec ency s eems to

be a great factor in these int erests .
In the following chapt ers , the writ er will first describe the
stimulated reading program as to proc edure and c ontent of the materials
us ed, and then anacyze the lists of bo oks read, pointing out implic ations
of value .

CHAPTER III

DESCRIPTION OF THE MOI'IVATED PROGRAM
In the preceding chapters, the reading situation as of Fall 1948
has been described in some detail. Also d escribed were the int erests
of the group as revealed by Witty' s (58 ) I nt erest Inventory.

The reading

program--procedur e followed and materials used-is to be developed in
this chapter.

The description of materials is in two parts--first, the

"classroom collection" consisting of 50 books bought by the students and
Parent-Teacher Association; and second, th e other books read from the
school libraries, Woman ' s Club Library, * rental libraries,** and the homes.
The eagerness with which the group had read the books donated by
a former member of the class, and the r epeat ed requests on Wednesdays fer
new books , led the librarian to believe that th ere had been a develop
ment of library interest since Book Week.

But how to obtain books suit ed

'*The Ath ens Public Library is a Woman' s Club Library, op en two
hours a week. It is a sub scription library, in which membership costs
$1. 40 a year. Club membership, however, means unlimit ed use of t h e
library collection, which consists of about 4 , 000 books, mostly adult
fiction, poetry, plays, essays, biography arrl t ravel. Only two parents
of this group were club members.
The club allowed t he writ er t o borrow and use as a part of the
classroom library such books as were requested by the students. A
number of biographies and some fiction were found to be helpful, but on
the whole, th e Club collection for children is not as adequate as that
of t he schools, t hough it does contain many of the more popular, but
inferior, Hardy Boys and Nancy Drew ser ies. The total number of books
borrowed from t his source was less t han 50 .
**Rental libraries in Athens are found in several of the drugstores,
and also as a part of the Office Supply Store. Many of the series books,
described later, can be obtained in th ese rental libraries.
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to the needs , interests and reading abi lity of the g roup?

The school

collection did not contain enough titles , nor was it pos sible to divert
all the year• s small supply of new books (less than 100) to one grade.
Moreover, as explained ea rlier, the group had been chosen by .the
writer, not only to help the slow readers , but equally important, to
encou rage more cooperative attitudes and efforts.

It was believed that

a class room collection of new books would s erve as a force to increase
group unity, since it would give them something of their own to plan fo r,
and take care of, as well as an opportunity to show what could be gained
from re ading .
P rocedure Followed
The method of obtai ning this collection developed when the writer
was asked by the P. T. A. program committee to talk on comic books.* It
was the w riter ' s belief that the exces sive reading of comic books by this
6th grade group was harmful to good reading habits .

The refore, the P. T.

A. was as ked to help conduct the reading program by cont ributing $25 for
the purchase of interesting, eas y books •

When the child ren learned that

the pa. rents had agreed to help, they voted to gi ve the $25 which th ey had
earned in a magazine subsc ription drive.
asked to read some of the

b:, oks

The s eventh g rade gave $8 , and

later in the yea:r.

It was explained to the 6th grade that this reading program was
*This talk was based on reading done in Library Service 351,
University of Tennessee, the Summer Quarter of 1947 .
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not to b e recorded on report cards or permanent records.

Although the

collection might contain some material connected w.i. th class work, it
would be more in the nature of recreational reading.
This room library, it was understood, would b e selected by the
librarian on the primary basis of class interests as determined by the
Interest Inventor., (discussed in Chapter II).

The collection was to

supplement material already available in the school library .

In addition

to using both these sources for reading materials, the librarian would
bring to the room additional books from the other two school libraries
· and the Woman I s Club Library, when requested to do so by the pupils in
the group.
A bookcase was set up in the room, a card file box was supplied,
and the book pockets and cards were made for the new books.

The book

jackets were left on the books , and a list of the 50 books was posted on
the bulletin board .

The students were asked to sign the cards in some

what the same · manner as library cards except fo r the writing of both date
checked out and date returned.

They were also asked to keep a record of

their reading, either on notebook paper, or preferably, in the little
booklets which thei were already accustomed to using. *
Although planned especially to stimulate the slow readers, this
program was to be conducted as a class activity.

�herefore, no mention

was made of individual cases of reading retardation.

All the members of

* Books I Have Read, Gaylord Co ., Syracuse, N. Y., 5¢ . The book
lets are h" by-6 11 and contain 31 pages. Each page provides space for a
book report asking for author, title, date begun and finished, personal
opinion of the book, arxi where the book was ob tained.
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the class were to take part, by reading as extensively as possible, re
cording the �oks read, together wi th th e amount of time the book was
kept.

The actual reading time cannot be measured accurately by this

method, since extra amounts of class work, lis tening to the radio, at
tending the movies, or other activities would limit the time actually
spent in reading.

Some of the s tudent s did indicate the numbers of

hours spent in the reading of each book .

The rate or speed of reading,

which would have to be measur�d under carefully controlled conditions,
was not part of this study.
It w � definite]y understood by all the students that the reading
program would not only supply them wi th materials to read at school when
they had finished their assigned work, but also at home, since the teacl'B r
did not require a great deal of homework.

The students were asked not

to take out more books at a time th an th ey c ould re ally read, in order
to keep them availa ble for all.
The amount o f readi ng time at school depended on factors such as
the s peed with which a pupil did his class work, the class recitations,
and even the weather, which occasionally g ave them added indoor time.
The librarian encouraged the children to do much of the reading of the
"classroom library" at home.

However, for the first few days, the in

terest manifested in "their " books was so great that the students were
allowed extra pe riods at school for examinat ion an d reading o f the books.
Since the 50 books were not enough to keep the faster readers
supplied for long, the time for concentrating on the classroom library was
set for two weeks , after which books chosen fro m th e other two school
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libraries and also from the Woman I s Club Lib ra:ry were added.

Some books

were requested by title, some by author, but most of them were by type
only, such as IJ\YStery, dog stories, horse stories, etc.

At the end of

the two weeks, the regular Wednesday library period was resumed to allow
the grade to choose books from among those returned weekly, especially
some of the newer ones which the librarian did not feel j ustified in
leaving in the c lassroom collection.

All the o ther grades were demandirg

more to read too .
In order to correlate this reading program w ith the language work
planned for the grade, oral reports were given by each of the students .
Those who read most naturally wanted to tell m ost, but e ach student had
the opportunity of making such a report at least twice.

The se were not

j ust "tel ling the story" reports, but were intended to stimulate interest
in reading the books.

Constructive criticisms o f the reports were made

by the class, linking the reading With English in a very · definite wcq.
The writ er has previously mentioned the continuous supplying of
requests for more books.

As

librarian she vi sited the room at least

twice weekly, in addit ion to Wednesdays when t he group c rone to the library.
A portion of the time was spent in the room for observation o f reading
habits, general attitudes ., and class work.

Another part of the time was

spent in hearing about the books they had read .

Care was taken to give

slow readers a full share of the time in reports as well as requests for
more books.
The librarian sometimes had to offer other books as substitutes
when the ones requested were not available .

A very definite attempt was
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made to raise the level of their interests in these substitutions, be
cause the reque sts often were for series or mystery books of a nature
not recommended by Children ' s Catalog or other quality readi ng lists,
such as Beust

(8) , Strang (50) a.nl American Library Association ( 2) .

The students were also aske d to read one book of definite literary value
for each series book the y read.

It was explai ned why the school library

did not have many of the books that th e local rental and public libraries
had.
The school librarian, who assumed responsibility for the selection
of the

50 books to be placed in the classroom library, made choices upon

the basis of readability.

One of the most important factors in readability

is interest, but the concept involves other considerations as well.

Several

authorities in the field of reading, incl uding Irving Lorge and Rudolph
Fle sch, have worked out "readability formulas, " wh ich are used as a basis
for determining the grade placeme nt of h:> oks, both text and recreational.
According to Kerr ( 29) , who analyzes the various formulas, readability is
significantly influenced by :
words; ( 2)

(4 )

(1)

average sentence length in number of

number of simple sen tences;

(3 ) · numb er of prepositional

(5)

numb er of

uncommon words in terms of the Thorndike index numb er s; ( 6 )

number of

phrases;

numbe r of different words· in a selection ;

words beginning with certai n le tters; ( 7 )
more syllables; ( 8 )

number of words o f two or

number of adjectives, adverbs, pe rsonal pronouns

and oth er wo rds relating to human relationships.
Strang (50) in the. introduction to an annotated list of bo oks for
retarded rea�e rs says that adolescents find a book easy to read when:
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It has interesting c ontent; an easy vocabulary; conver
sation or narrative rather th an description and exposition; short,
simple sentences, naturalne ss of expression; avoidance of dialect
or foreign language; short pa ragraphs, large or medium pri nt; il
lustrations h•ving c olor and action; and captions that supplement
the text and clarify its meaning.
It has certain factors in organi zation such as fast-movi ng
action, a not-too-detailed or complic ated plot, a limited number
of characters, careful building up to climax, and short chapters�
In general, books that are short, simple, direct, modern and con
crete will be most likely to me et the needs of t he slow readers.
"Room Library" Collec ti on
With these readability factors in mind, the collection of 50 books
was chosen by the librarian, particularly for the slow readers, but in
cluding titles of general interest.

A description of the classroom col

lection is arranged in seven int erest groups as follows :
(2 )

simplified classics; (3)

science material; (5)

(1)

adventure;

(4 )

stories of family and school life;

animal stories; (6 )

sports stories; (7 )

mystery

stories.
(1)

Seven of the American Adventure Series* were c hosen part�cu

larly for the boy s who had expr essed a great interest i n adventure.

Emmett

A. Betts rec ommends this series as "evolved to c apitalize upon and extend
active interests, effectiv� attitudes and worthwhile experi ences. "
Gates an d W. S . Gray also rec ommend them.

A. I .

The series provides:

( a)

high inter�st level for low ability readers;

(b)

universal appeal fo r readers of all ages;

(c)

graded readability for systematic reading growth;

*wheeler Publishing Company, 2831 S. Park Way, Chic ago 16, Ill.

(d)

historical authenticity for accurate concepts;

(e)

challenging content for permane nt reading i nterests;

(f )

book-length stories for mastery of longer reading units;

(g)

dynamic characters for bibliotherapy;

(h)

large print for sight saving.

The Nashville List

( 35 )

rates the se books according to the Winnetka for

mula for reading difficulty.* The size of the books is

5¼

11

by

7½".

The

illustrations include descriptive etchings for the chapter titles as well
as occasional half- and full-page action drawi ngs .

At the e nd of each

chapter there are 8-10 questions to summar ize the content.
for pronunciation only is found at the end of the s tory.
number of words per page is 250.

A word list
The average

The average number of pages is also 250.

The re are adequate margins and good print.
The seven used were :
AUTHOR
Anderson
If

Bea!-5 , Frank

"
"
"
II

TITLE
Fur Trappe rs of th e O ld West

-- -Rush -for -Gold
--

Wild Bill Hickok

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

5 .8

3.9

3.9

Kit Carson

3.9

C hief Black Hawk

3.9

Bui'falo Bill

3. 9

Daniel Boone

3.9

*In this study, decimal values added to a grade . number indicate
the tenth part of the school ye ar. Thus, a reading difficulty of 5.8
means fifth grade, eighth month.
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( 2)

The simplifi ed classics included in this collection are also

of the adventure type.

The readi ng ability re quired for enjoyment of the

books is grades 6-8 , although they are intended for the slower pupils of
the secondary school.

These classics are adapted · by William Kottmeyer

director of the St . Louis Reading Clinics .
attractive :

size

5 3/4 "

( 28 ),

The format of th e books is

by 8 1/2 " , about 120 pages in each, good clear

print , with several full pa ge block type etchings , including one on_ .the
cover.

The five available to date are :
TITLE

AUTHOR

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

7.5

Baker

Simon Bolivar

Doyle

Cases of She rlock Holmes

Dickens

Tale -of -Two Cities
--

Scott

Ivanhoe

1 .5

Poe ·

Gold Bug

7 .5

(3 )

7 .5

7 .5

Stories of family and school life , especially when continued

in · a series of books about the s ame character or c haracters, are of great
appeal.

Some of the Lovelace and Wilder books were already . available in

the school library.

An annotation of Lovelace, Back to School with Betsy

indicates the general theme and format of the series :

"So typical and

·, human is the evezyday life of Betsy tha t all interme diate boys and· girls
should enjoy reading about it .
tions. 11

Large print..

Black a nd . white illustra

(3 5 )
The books of t his nature were :
TITLE

AUTHOR
Lovelace

Betsy Tacy

DIFFICytTY LEVEL
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Lovelace

Betsy Tacy and Tib

Lovelace

Betsy � ! Junior

Warner

Box Car Children
-

Mason

Little .Jonathan

Mason

Middle Sister

3.4

6.9

5 .7

1. 3
2 .·4

(4 ) A group of science and other information al books was chosen

to provide reading for those whose interests were in mechanics, as had
. been revealed by magazine reading.

The seven Norling books all deal

with a little dog, Pogo, who is the center of a story which gives a
great deal of information about the activity designated by the title
of the book.

These books are small and freely illustrated, even the

inside of the cover being used to explain t he technicalities involved.
Interest in airplanes and other fields of science accounted for the other
choices. These titles were:
TITLE

AUTHOR

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Norling

Pogo's House, Fishing Trip,
Train �, Minin g Trip.,
� Ride, Lamb, Letter

3 .5

Aviation Research

Types of Planes

6 .o

"

How Planes Get The re

11

Parts of Planes

Reed

And That 1 s �

Yates

Boy arrl ! Battery

Lent

Diggers and Builders

Pryor and Pryor

Glass Book

($)

· 6 .o
6.o

6.o

7 .5
.5. o
4 .o

Books about animals are of general interest to children.
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Several books by Margaret and Helen Johnson about dogs and horse�, were
already in the school library.
to be popular.

Bronson, Zim, and Henry had already proved

Animal stories chosen were:

AU THOR

TITLE

Johnson

Rex of the Coast Patrol

Johnson

Black Bruce

Johnson

Stablemates

Hen:cy

King of the Wind

Zim

Rabbits

Zim

Elephants

Zim

Goldfish

Bronson

Turtles

Bronson

Grasshopper Book

. Smalley

Do You Know About Fishes?

Disney

Dumbo

Holling

, Seabird

....

' (6)

and Hare.

DI FFICULTY LEVEL

5. o
5. o
5. o
6.o
6.o
3 .5
6.o
5 .o
6 .o
3. 0

2.5
8 .5

Sports interests were represent�d in three books by Fishel
These seemed to be the only one s available on ·the intermediate

level, besides Renick, Tommy Carries the Ball, which was already in the
These three books are primarily on how to play the game,

school library.

with a slight story framework to keep . the technicalities from being dry.
The size is 5u

by

8°,

length averaged 100 pages.

AUTHOR
Fishel and Hare

TITLE
Terry and Bunky � Basketball

tr

Terry and Bunky Play Baseball

n

Terry and

Bunky

Play Football

DI FFICULTY LEVEL

4.5
4 .5
4.5
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(7)

Only one book of mystery interest was included in the col:

lecti on, since several of the type listed as popular were available in
the school library.
That one was :
AUTHOR

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

TITLE

5 .5

}Jzy'stery at the Little Red School
House

Orton

A few other books chosen for low di fficulty level di d not logically
fall within any of the seven groups.

These were:

TITIE

AUTHOR

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

2.5

Country Fjr eman

Beim
Beim

Sasha and the --Sama.vor
--

Disney

Treasure Chest (stories )

2.5

4. 5

A brief over-view of this collection shows that more of the titles
were ficti on than non-ficti on , more were for boys 1 interests than for
girls'; more were for the slovrnr readers;

and

on the whole most of the

titles were of good quality.
"Undirected Choice" Collecti on
There were 400 other books finally read by th e pupils in this pro
gram of extensive reading, according to their reading records.
100 titles were made part of the classroom collection of
the end of the three months.

50

Of these,

books before

These 100 books were· chosen by the librarian

from the two other school li brari es �d the Woman's Club Library when the
pupils requested certain titles, authors, or books according to types of
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interests.

The remaining 3 00 books listed were the free choic e of the

students from the school library, rental libraries, or each other.
For survey purposes, the writer arranged th e total list of 450 books
alphabetic ally by author.

A c hec k was made of the m.nnber of times eac h

book was read by boys an d by girls .

The list was then tabulated to de

termine the interest groups.
The interest groups represented in the co mplete list of books
read were found to be much the same as those mentioned by Lazar (31) .
However, there was a differenc e in the order of populari ty, which was
based on the number of different titles in each interest group.

Fifteen

interest groups were noted in classifying these bo oks--the seven already
used in desc ribing the classro om collection and eight others as suggested
by Strang (50 ) :

girls ' stories, famous men and .women, folk and : fairy

tales, pi cture books, humorous, other la nds, Bible stories.
The entire list of 450 books was then rated as to
reading difficulty.

11

quality" and

The _ " qualityn indic ated on the chart as W, C, or S

refers to the appearanc e of these books on a good quality reading list
suc h as Winnetka (3) , Children ' s Catalog (15), or Strang (50) .
In order to have a decimal diffi�ulty value for each book, either
the value given by one of these three 1�ualityn sources w as us ed or, when
the book did not appear on any of these three lists, an estimated value
was given by the writ er.

This estimate was based on past experience wi1h

the books as well as other librarians I opinions.

In the c ase of the

Children ' s Catalog, the median grade of the given range of grades w as
used; e. g. range 4-6, median

5.5 .
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It does not seem necessary to list the entire 400 books, but it
is pertinent to give a brief description of the interest groups,
the approximate number of titles found · in each.

with

Each such description

will be followed by a sampling of the books read from each group, arranged
by author, title and difficulty level.
Girls I Stories--65 titles listed.

(1)

The fact that the 11 girls

read more different books than the 20 boys accounts for the large number
of titles . In this group are found mao/ of the books in which the chief
character is a girl whose experiences are either si milar to t hose of the
reader, or of a nature that the reader would like to have.
Tl'l'LE

AUTHOR

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

W 7 .5
C 8 .5

Brink

Caddie Woodlawn

Cavanna

Going � Sixteen

Coatsworth

Away Goes Sally

De Angeli

Bright April

Gates

Book of -Live --Dolls
--

. c 5.o

Gates

Blue Willow

w 6 .5

Lambert

Star Spangled Sunnner

S 7 .0

Lenski

Strawberry �

Lovelace

Betsy in Spit e of Herself

Porter

Anne of --Green Gables
Girl of
--the
--Limberlost

Wilder

Little House in Big Woods

Montgomery

(2)

Animal

life--58 titles.

W 7.1

4.5

5.5
C 8 .5
C 6. 5
s 5.o
C

w 5 .4

Animal stories were popular with
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both boys an d girls and als o with fast and slow readers .
TITLE

AUTHOR
Coyotes

Bronson

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
C �O

Foster

Gi Gi i n America
-

Johnson

Derry the Wolfhound

C 5.0

Henry

Jus ti n Morgan Had � Horse

C 6.0

Hinkle

Trueboy

S 6. 0

0 1 Brien

Silver Chief, Dog of the North .

W 7.7

0 1 Hara

� Friend Flicka

W 7.0

Ollivant

Bob, Son o f Battle

S 9 .0

Youmans

Little Dog �

(3 )

Mystery and detective stories--50 titles.

C 5 .5

5 .5
I n this interest

group are found most o f the titles which might be considered objectionable
by authorities on reading.

Lazar

(31 : 94) s ays this is because they lack

literary merit; they give a faJ.se, fantastic concepti on of life; it re
quires little or no mental effort to read them; they create perverted
reading tastes; the adventures pre sented are unreal.

Smith

(48 )

more

recently says :
Teachers · should read some of the cheaper books which children
so frequently put at the head of their Chris tmas lis ts -Nanc� Drew,
Hardy Bf"s , Dave Dawson. All of them furnish the mys tery an ex
citemen whichreaders in the upper grades crave. All of them
have youthful heroes in command of an adult world.
The wi shful thinking that accompanies the reading of these
stories o ffers many a lead for the selecti on o f less stereotyped
materials . Teachers cannot truly guide children ' s readi ng until
they have read what their pupils are readi ng and discover the
nature of the appeal of the cheap series and the comics .
The teacher who would guide indi vidual reading mus t know
children intimately-mow the fundamental interests and problems .
o f personal and group adjustment.
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This group of books includes 7 of the Hardy Boy and 16 of Nancy Drew
series, as well as those by Evatt and Leighton, which are not found on
recommended lists but are extremely popular.
TITLE

AUTHOR

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Penny Nichols, Mystery of the
Lost ,!!l

Clark

Marsh Island Mystery

Chapman
Dixon

Disappearing Floor

Evatt

1zy'stery of the Creaking Wincimill

Leighton

Clue of the Broken Locket
-Secret of the
-- Closed Gate

Orton

Mystery of the Secret Drawer

Keene

5 .5

C

7 .5
6 .o

5 .5
5.5

1 .0

w 5.2

(4 ) Adventure-38 titles. Included in this group are most of the
books for boys.

The two most popular authors, other than Beals, whose

books were described

in

the "classroom library, " were Henderson and

Meader.
TITLE

AUTHOR

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

5. 5

Henderson

Augustus Goes Sou th

C

Meader

Red Horse Hill

W 8. 1

Baum

Land of Oz

5.5

(5) Family and school life-32 titles . This group also ti,ncludes
some of the series books such as Haywood, � is for Betsy and the earlie.1
Betsy Tacy books by Lovelace .

In addit ion, the re are several books about

different characters but by the same author, such as Govan, Plummer
Children and Sweet Possum Valley.
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DIFFICULTY LEVEL

TITLE

AUTHOR

5.5

Coatsworth

Houseboat Summer

C

Estes

Middle Mof fat

C 6.0

Govan

Sweet Possum Valley

Haywood

Betsy and the Boys

Hope

Bobbsey Twins

Johnston

Little Colonel

Justus

Honey Jane

C

Mason

Middle Sister

C 3. 5

Sidney

Five Little Peppers

C

(6 )

Famous Men and Women--30 titles.

6 .5

w 4 .8

. 4 .5

5.5
6 .5
5.5

Most of these biographies

were the Childhood o f Fa.roous Ame ri cans Series, published by Bobbs Merrill
Co.

A few are listed in the quality sources, but most of them are not.
TITLE

AUTHOR
Meig s

Invincible Louise

Stevenson

Sam Houston

Sutton

Jemima

(7 )

DIFFICULTY I.EVEL

C

8 .5
4. 5

S 6.0

Science-25 titles.

This number includes the books of science

described for the room library .

A few other titles were added on request.

In general, this was not a very ' w.i. dely read subject.
TITLE

AUTHOR
Morgan

First Electri cal Book

Novikoff

Fran -Head
to -Foot
--- -

Pease

It Seems Like Magic

Yates

!

Boy and � Battery

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
S

1.0
1 .0

· C
C

3 .5
7 .5

(8 )

°
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Folk and Fairy Tales-20 titles.

Fair y storie s have per

sisted in populari ty becaus e th ey are almos t universal i n their appeal
to each generation.

Folk or

11

tall II tal. es were more popular in this

group than were the fairy tales.
DIFFICULTY LEVEL

TITLE

AUTHOR

5.5

C hase

Grandfather Tales

Ingelow

Mopsa, the Fairy

C 4 .5

Jones

Twig

C

Lang

Red Fairy Book

W 5.8

Thurber

Many Moons

C

(9)

Picture Books-15 titles.

5 .0
5.0

C hief among the " easy" type of

books reported were the Walt Disney series, some of wh ich c ontain reading
matter of about
AUTHOR

4.5

difficulty but are profusely illus trated.
TITLE

Beim

Two is a -Team
-

Burton

Katy and the Big S now

Disney

Bongo

Lenski

Little Fir e Engine

Palmer

Donald Duck Sees South America

( 10 )

DIFFICULTY IEVEL
C

C

2. 5
2 .5

· 2.5

-- --

Old favorites-13 titles.

C

2.5

4.5

While some of these books might

have bee n classified as adventure stories { Tom Sawyer ) or stories for
girls (Little Women ) , they are more truly called "classics" of children ' s
literature because of their literary merit, and the ir appeal to succeeding
generations.

- 4
8
DH'FICULTY LEVEL

TITLE

AUTHOR
Alcott

Little Women

W 8.9

Clemons

Tom Sawyer

W 7.1

Stevenson

Treasure Island

W 6.6

(11 )

C areer Stor.es-12 titles.

ambitions play a great part.

In this type of story, vocational

Nursing and the stage ap peal to girls while

Lent's descriptions of the more rugged vocations appeals to boys .
TITLE

AUTHOR

DIFFIC ULTY IE VEL

Boylston

Sue Barton, Sup • t of Nurses

W 7.8

Lent

Diggers and Builders

C 5. 0

.!!£

Lambert
(12 )

Goes the C urtain

Humorous-12 titles .

Some of the books grouped for humorous

value might also be adventure or even picture books.
were most widely read.

TITLE

Atwater

Mr. Popper's Penguins

Bontemps

Fast Sooper Hound

Geisel

500 Hats

McC lo skey

Homer Price

(13)

Geisel ani McCloskey

Homer Price was read to t he group by the teacher.

AUTHOR

Rounds

1 .0

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
W 6. 7

s 5 .o
s 4.o

s 5 .o
s 5.o

01 -Paul
1

Other lands...:..10 titles . Several of these stories were modern

in setting, dealing with the recent war.
AUTHOR

TITLE

Felson

Struggle is Our Brother

Savery

Enemy Brothers

DIFFIC ULTY LEVEL

s 6.o
s 6.o
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w 6.7

Shannon

Dobry

Seredy

Good Master

Solway ·

Children � the Map

Weil

Silver Fawn
(14)

girls .

Sports--10 titles .

s 5.o

3 ..5

w 5.2

Boys read these stories mor e than did

Magazines containing sports stories were also popular.

TITLE

AUTHOR

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Renick

� Carried the �

Ruth

Home Run King

Scholz

Pigskin Warriors

Tunis

Keystone Kids
(15 )

Bible stories-9 titles .

C 4..5

1.0

6 .5
C

8.o

As indicated later, in an analysis

of reading interests, one girl read nearly all th ese books .
DIFFICULTY LEVEL

TITLE

AUTHOR

w 6.o

Bible

Children's Bible

Rojankovsky

Golden Bible

Jones

Boy Jesus and His Companions

Fitch

Their Search for God

4.0

6 .5
C 8.0

In addition to the fifteen interest groups, there were two books
of poetry read-Hazard, Three Years with the Poets, and S t evenson, Child's
Garden o.f Verse; one book on adolescence---Fed�er,
few novels, such as those

by

!

Girl Grows .!!,E; and a

Porter-Freckles, and· ! Girl of the Limberlost,

requested by the rapid readers among the girls.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE READING PROGRAM
Up to this point, the writer has described the reading situation,
the procedure as set up fo r a stimulated reading program, and the amount,
quality and difficulty of the materials used.

The sources of the reading

material have been indicated as well as the authorities from which were
drawn the ratings for the books as to quality and di fficulty level.

In

this chapter will be given an analysis of certain factors brought to
light by this reading program .
part comparison:

(1 )

This will be done in the form o f a three

the quantity, quality, di fficulty and interest

fields of the books read by the upper and lower thirds of the class, ranked
according to reading ability as determined by the Coordinated Scales of
Attainment (17 ) ; (2)

the quantity, quality, difficulty, and interest

fields of the books read by boys and girls; and (3)
done this year during the

the amount of reading

3 months I period of stimulation with the amount

read all of last year.

Comparison o f Characteristics of Reading Done by
Upper and Lower Thirds of the Gr oup
The groups used for comparison were the highest 10 and the lowest
10 pupils as shown in Tabie

II, p. 8 . These pupils were chosen . on the basis

of the reading achievement of 1948 .

Had the choice been made on intelli

gence test scores, the ones chosen would have closely paralleled those

/
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found by the method used.

Group I consisted of five boys an:l five girls,

whose reading level ranged fro.m 7 .o to 8.6.

Gro up II consisted of ei ght

boys . ar.rl two girls whose rea4ing level ranged f�om. 3 . 5 to 4.5.
The readi ng lists that were handed in by the pupils at the end of
th e reading program were eac h tabulated by the writer on the following
poi nts :

(1 )

number of books read this year ; (2 )

books c hosen from the classroom library; (3 )

the per c ent of the

the per cent of books of

" high" quality; that is, books which appear on rec ommended lists; (4 )
the per cent of books read that were above the tested reading level of
the pupil; (5 )

the per cent of books read that were above the · 6. 5 actual

grade placement of the pupil; (6 )

the reading level as determined by

averaging the di fficulty �evel of all the bo oks read during thi s three
months ' p eriod; (7 )

a tabulation of th e i nterest fi elds for 1st, 2nd,

and 3 rd choices, according to the number of books read in each; and (8 )
an i ndication of the number of fields i n whic h reading was not done.
The two groups of ten each were the n aver aged in order to show the com
pari sons desired.

Table III, page

of the upper ten pupils.

5 2, shows

the individual readi ng records

Table IV, page 53, shows the individual reading

records of the lower ten pupils.
(l )

Group I showed an average of 76 books read as c ompared with

29 for Group II.

This c onfirms the staterre nt of Lazar and others that

the "bright" student reads more than the ttdull. "
(2)

The purpose of sh owing the per cent of 1:x> oks chosen from the

classroom collection was to point out the value of accessibility of materi al,
especially for the slow reader.

Group I showed an average of

54%

of such
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TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF READING FACTORS OF UPPER THIRD
OF SIXTH GRADE OF INGLESIDE SCHOOL

Pupil
1
2

3

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
Av.

.. Sex
.
.
.
.• B
:
. G
.
.
.
. B
:
. B
:

.

:
:
:

.

:
t

:
.
.
'
.
.

G
B
G

B
G
G

. . :
C
B
A*
.
.
:
. ., .
:
. 8 .6 51 .. 60
.• .•
. . .:
. 8 .2 . 116 . 33 .
. . .
.
.
.: 1 . 1 . 125 .: 35 :
. .
:
. . .. ..
. 1 .5 . 38 •• 100 ..
. . .
. 7 .4 . 61 . 62 .
. :
:
..
.. 7 . 4 89 . 56 .
..• 3 �---: •.
. 7 .3 . 9 •. 50 :
. . : .
.
.
. 7 .1 . 25 ... 72 :
. . . ·:
. 7 . 0 . 102 36
.
.. :
.
.
:
:
.
.
.
. 1 .0 . 113 . 36 .
. 1 .; . 76 . ;4 .
.

i

f

.

D

72

35

43

.
.:
.
.
.
.

E

2

29

33

:
:
33" :
51
41

47

.
:
.
.
.

.
.
.

23

.
50
•.
41

:

f

:

.
.
.

G

:
. 5.1
:
.
. 5.8

20
38

8

:

.
.
.

22 :

60 :
:

50

.

:
: F

.
.

8

6 .1
4 .7

33

J

50

•
:
25 : 24
:

32
32

.
.
.:
.

:

. 6 .2 :
.

46

3 : 14 : 4 .8
•
:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.:
.

36
36

21 : 30

.

.
6.3
.
:
.
. .
. 5.5 .
.
.
.. 6 .2 .
. :
:' 6.2 .
.
.. ;.o .

•

H
**

2,4,6

5, 1, 3
4 , 6, 1

.
. I
.
. 6,9,ll,
: 15
.
.
. 8,9, 15
.
.
. 9, 15
:

.

2,7, 4

1, 6, 9,
• 13.zl.5

1, 5,2

.

2, 7, 4
1, 5,2
4,2, 14

1, 5, 3
3, 5, 1

.
:

:

.

8,9, 12,

15

None

4,6., 1.,8.,

9, 12, 14 ,

15

1, 5, 6,

12al3.z l5

12, 15

.
.
.

15

*A , Reading Level; B, Number of Books Read; c, % of Books Chosen from

Classroom Library; D, % of High Quality Books; E,

%

Read ab9ve Ability Level ;

F, % Read above Grade Placement; G, Average Grade Difficulty of Books Read;
H, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd _ Types of Interests; I, Lack of Interests.

**(1) Girls ' stor ies, (2) Animal , ( 3 ) Mystery, ( 4 ) Adventtire , ( 5 ) Family
and school life , ( 6) Famous men and women, (7 ) Science, (8 ) Folk and fairy,
(9 ) Pic ture, (10) Classics, (ll ) Career , (12) Humorous, (13 ) Oth er lands,
(14) Sports, (15 ) Bible stori es.
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TABLE IV
ANALYSIS OF READING FACTORS OF LOWER THIRD
OF SIXTH GRADE OF nrGLESIDE SCHOOL

Sex

Pupil
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29

.
.

:

..
.
.
t
:

.
:

.

30
31
Av.

B
B
B
B

G
B
B
B

.
:

.
.

B

B

4 .5

41

.
. 4.2
. 4.
:
:
. 4 .0
•.
.
1

4 .0

:

:

.
:
.
.
.

4 .0
:

.
.
. 4.0 .
4 .0, :

G
:

A*

.

3.7

3 .5

: 4,. 0

.
.
:

22
30
26
31

.
.
.
:
.
.
.
.•
t

C

D

38

56

95
95
100
39

.
r

:

36
75

.

46

:

69

:
:

E

.
..
.
•.
.
.
:
.
.

67

41
36
23
70

.
.
.•
.
.•
.
:
.

F

G

30

5.6

25

.
. 4 .9
•.
. 4 .9
.•
. 4� 8
...
. 5 .5

13
23
l9

.
.
.
.
.
•.
:
:

2, 4, 14
2, 7, 14

68

16

5.1

5, 4, 1

21

76

43

52

0

4.4

2, 4,8

55
28
29

:

80

34

:

51

.

:

36
87

:

. 25 68 64
. o; . ;a . ;4 .

l
20
10
10

.

:

4.6

5 .5

.

.
.. 4.4
. ;.1 .

.
.

1 , 5, 9,

13115

1 , 3,6,

9il3

11, 14

2, 6, 8,9,

11 13l l.5
1 , � ,6, 9,
10, 1 2,

14ll5

l,Ii,6,8,

7 ., 2 ., 3

. 913., �12,
115
7,14
..
.
.. , 0,15
1

.z

2, 1, 3
'

7� 2, 4

1 , 15

6 , 9 1 19,
: 12115

15 , 7, 2

56

.

:

4 ., 7 , 14

52

100

.
.
:
..

4, 2, 7

25

11

I

H

1 1

:

*A, Reading Level ; B, Number of Books Read; c, % of Books Chosen from
Classroom Library; D, % of High Quality Books; E, % Read above Ability Level;
F, % Read above Grade Placement ; G, Average Grade Difficulty of Books Read;
H, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Types of Interests; I, Lack of Interests .
i�(l ) Girls 1 stories, ( 2 ) Animal, ( 3 ) Mystery, ( 4 ) Adventure, ( 5) Family
and school life, ( 6) Famous men and women, ( 7 ) Sci ence , (8 ) Folk and fairy,
(9) Picture, ( 10) Classics, ( 11) Career, ( 1 2) Humorous, . ( 13 ) Other lands,
(lb. ) Sports, (15 ) Bible stories.

selection, while Group

(3 )

II

showed
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6.5%� .

The em phasis that is placed upon r eading included also an em
The pe r cent comparisons

phasis on ,reading materials of a good quality.
on this point were for Group

I-47%,

for Gro up

II-58%.

Th e larger per

centage for the sl ower group is explained by the fact that the classroom
material aimed for th e slow reader had been chosen largely from authori
tative sources.

This compa rison also shows the importance of availability

of material.

(4)

The percent of reading done above the reading level as measured

by the 1948 Achievement Test, Coordinated Scales of Attainment ; showed Group
I to be 21% and Group

II

to be

54%.

This is not contrcLij7" to Lazar (31 ),

but it is a disappointing result of this method of free reading.

The

brighter pupils tend to read easier materi al than they could read, were
they challenged to read up to their ability.

On the othe r hand, the slow

readers tend to read above their reading level if the material is suf
ficiently interesting.

(.5)

Although the better readers read fewer books above their read

ing l evel, they read more books above their grade placement level than did
the poor readers.

Group I rated 30% while Group II dropped to 16%.

The

low reading levels an� I. Q. scor es of Gro up II, together with the fact
that the interesting material which th ey could read was below the
level, accounts for this low score.

6.5

On the other hand, th e percent above

grade level of Group I would probably have been greater if there had been
available sufficient material of difficulty range above

6.5

to balance

the interest which the original room collection had for them .
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(6 )

The average difficulty of material read for Gro up I was

and for Group II

5.6

5.1. This shows a decrease from the scores of April

1948 in the average reading di fficulty for Group I of 1. 9.
hand, Group II shows an increase of 1. 1.
I had decreased in reading comprehension.

O n t he other

This does not me an that Group
This was revealed in the

Stanford Achievement test given shortly after the stimula ted reading
program ended.
preceding yeax.

Group I averaged

8.7

in reading, a gai n of 1. 2 from the

It does me an that the material read was, on the average,

nearly two years below their actual level of reading ability.
gai n was a little more than average for slow readers.

Group II 1 s

Here again it is

shown that interest and accessibility determined what was read by the
group.
(7 )

The interest fields in which reading was done by Groups I

and II did not vary a great deal.
findings.

This fact again supports Lazar ' s (31)

The variation was in the amount read from each field.

The

tabulated results for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choices show that the boys of
Group I chose adventure, animal and science bo oks, wh ile the boys of
Group II chose animal, adventure, and science-merezy a change in the
1st and 2nd choices, but no difference in the fields of interest. n�right"
girls chose girls ' stories, family, and mystery stories, while the "dull"
girls chose animal , Bible, and girls ' storie s.
(8 )

Most of the fifteen fi elds of interest were represe nted in

the reading of both Groups I and II.
terest fields, wi th a range of

7

Group I had an average of 12 in

as the least number of interest fields,

and 15 the most-only one of them reading Bible storie s.

Group II had
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an average of 10 interest fields, with a range from

5-13 . The ffbright "

group showed a slightly greater range of interests.

Both groups needed

encouragemen t to broaden their fields of interest, especially to include
more informational material.

Comparison of Characteristics of Reading Done
by Boys and Girls
In this s tudy as in others ( 25 ) (55 ) , it was fou nd tha t girls read
more th an di d boys.

The twenty boys of the ·class averaged

the eleven girls averaged

74,

a difference of more than

45

50%.

books while
This is true

for both ihe fast and s low readers, the "bri ght " girls averaged reading 80
books, the boys

65; the 11dull" girls 43 and "dull" boys 25 .

If there are dis tinc t differences in standards of reading interests
for boys and girl s, the girls by no me ans stayed wi thin their boundaries.
Girls read books of interest to boys.
and Witty

Contrary to th e findings of Lazar (31)

(55 ) , some of the "bright" boys of this s tudy deviated from tre

expected and made choices tha t are us ually assoc iated with �elec tions for
girls ( e. g. , interes t in series s tories such as Lambert and Lovelace).
The fac t that both "bright " girls and boys "overstepped" the boundaries
between reading interests in this study suggests several pos sible inter
pretations:

sex differences had not ye t developed to as great an extent

as was to be expected in this "over-age" group; the collec tion was · not
large enough to sati sfy their demands; or boys can find material of in
terest in books intended for girls .

The latter opinion follows the

reasoning of Lazar (31 ) when s he disagrees with Jordon 1 s ( 26 ) emphasis
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on t he trinstinctsn and their r elation to the choice of books.
Why encourage drastic distinctions as to what each sex
should read? Why should the tradition of the past still pre
dominate? In this changing world in "Wh ich the sexes have to
compete on a more or less equal basis, why not develop new types
of reading material whic h aim to appe al to both sexes?
It was found that girls showed a greater preference for fairy tales
than did the boys, th ough neither read as many fairy tales as folk tales
of the type of 01 1 Paul and Granifather Tales.

The slow gro up included·

only two girls, one of whom preferred Bible stories to the expected fairy
tales.

Her age ( 13-10) might account for this, si nce that is beyond the

average age for fairy stories.
There was a greater interest in series books among the girls than
among the boys.
and Wilder books.

Some of these were of good .. quality, such as the Lovelace
Others were of the type condemned by most authorities

on reading .* One of the reasons for the popularity of the Nancy Drew and
Hardy Boy series is that they are easily available because of cheap editions,
and children borrow from each other .

It is the writer ' s opinion that there

may be some carry-over of interest from the serial movies, the serial
radio programs, as well as the comic magazines.

If more good series books

were available, they would probably read th em, because children like to
read more stories about the same characters • .
A distinction should be made in the interest choices of boys and
girls from a study of the classroom collection· and the more "free" selec
tion outside the room.

Of the .50 books first placed in th e room, 20 were

*Lazar ' s reasons for this were given

in Chapter III, p.

44.
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read by as many as one half or more of the boys. The most popular were:
Disney

Dumbo

Fishel and Hare Terry and Bunky � Basketball

-- --

Beals

Wild Bill Hickok

Doyle

Sherlock Holmes {simplified)

Norling

Pogo ' s Mining T rip

Beals

Buffalo Bill

Disney

Treasure Chest

Be:im

Cotmtry Fireman

Beals

Chief Black Hawk

Rounds

Paul
01 -1

Of the 50 books, 17 were read by as many as one-half or more of the
girls. The ten most popular were:
Orton

Mystery at the Little Red School -House

Lovelace

Betsy Tacy

Dickens

of Two
-A Tale
-- - Cities

Lovelace

Betsy � ! Junior

Mason

Middle Sister

Beim

Country Fireman

Lovelace

Betsy Tacy and Tib

Poe

The Gold Bug (simplified )

Henry

King of· the Wind

Warner

{ simplified )

Box Car Children
-

Duplicate choices were eight books, whic� might be considered to
be the most popular with both boys and girls. These ·eight books were:

Beim

Col.Ult ry Fir eman:

Disney

Dumbo

Doyle

Sherlock Holmes ( simplified)

Johnson

Black Bruce

Johnson

Rex of the Coast Guard

Dickens

!_ Tale of Two Cities ( simplified)

Poe

The Gold Bug (simplifie d)

Warner

The Box Car Children

Of the other
by

as

many

100
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books placed in the room library, those chosen

as five of the girls showed only eight titles as being vecy

popular:
L ambert

Dreams of Glory

L ambert

Where the Heart Is

Bryant

Trudy Terrill

Wrjg ht

Lucy Ellen I s Heyday

Retan

Wanted Two Bikes

Clark

Penny Nichols

Chapman

Flood in Glen Hazard

Wilder

These Happy Golden Years

Of this

100,

only Rounds,

01 1

Paul, was chosen by as

the boys while six others were chosen by five boys.
Meader

.'.!'._ . Model To:mrgy

Turney

Paul Bunyon

Warren

Ride Cowboy Ride

Atwater

Mr. Popper's Penguins

many

as half

Widdemer
Johnson
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Alec Bell
--

Derry: the Wolfhound

Further, no duplicate choice was made by bo:ys and girls in this group of
15 books that were most popular.
Sunnnarizing these findings for the total classroom library in
terms of interest fields, we find that the best liked types of books in
order are :
BOYS

GIRLS
Girls' Stories

Adventure

Animal Stories

Animal

]Jzy"stery

Sports

Family

Humorous

Old Favorites

Mystery and Detective

Career

Picture Books

Other Lands

Family

A study of the undirected choice

of

reading as shown by the other

300 books r eported reveals some interesting conclusions as to the variety
of titles read and the interests of boys
( 1)

and

girls.

The number of different titles read by girls was 245 as

compared with 138 read by the boys .

This was not the case in the class

room collection, since in that case the boys read more titles, 148 as
compared with 106 for the girls .

The latter fact was because the col

lection was chosen with the larger number of boys in mind. In the un
directed reading, there were only 37 titles read by both boys and girls
as �ompared to the 98 read by both in the cl assroom collection.
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(2)

The gi rls r�ad more of the same books than the boys did.

Twenty-eight books were read by

5

to 10 of the girls, the five most

·popular being:
Cavanna

Going � Six teen

Lambert

One for the Money

Govan

Sweet Possum Valley

Lovelace

Betsy in Spite of Herself

Lambert

� Spangled Summer

Only seven books were read bt as many as five of · the b:> ys, the five
most popular being :
Clemons

Tom Sawyer

Terhune

Buff a Collie

Clemons

Huc kleberry Finn

Henderson

Augustus Goes Sou th

Renick

Tommy Carries the Ball

Summarizing the "free" reading data in terms of interest fields,
the most popular types in order are :

(3 )

GIRLS

BOYS .

Girls I Stories

Old Favorites

Family

Family

1t7stery

Adventure

Old Favorites

Sports

A comparison of the "quality" of the books read by the boys

an<:I girls in this group shows this proportion for classroom library :
boys-60% ;

girls-56% .
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I n the study of the enti re
books while girls read

48%.

450 books read, boys read 65% "quality"

This was not due to "bett'er" disc rimination

by the boys but was the result of more .extensive and less direc ted read
ing by the girls.
(4 )

A tabula tion o f the mean reading di fficulty o f the books

shows :

Boys

FREE CHOICE

TOT AL

4.9

5 .4

5 .1

5.7

Girls

(5 )

CLASSROOM LIBRARY

6. 4

6.o

A c heck was m ade of the number of Newbery Award* books read,

and the number of times each was read, ,�bet.her by boys or girls.

This

check supports Rankin I s (43 ) finding that the Newbery Books are not being .
extensively read .

All the Newbery books were available to the group in

the school library .
The Newbery Award books read were :
Finger

Tales -from Silver Lands
--

1 Girl

James

Smoky the Cowhorse

1 Boy

Meigs

Invincible Louisa

l Girl

Shannon

Dobry

1 Girl

Brink

Caddie Woodlawn

3 Girls

Sawyer

Roller Skates

3 Girls

Enright

Thimble Summer

4

Girls

*This prize has been awarded annually si nce 1922 for a distinguished
contribution to Americ an lit erature fo r children, written during the pre-·
ceding year. The book is selected by a special committee of the Americ an
Library Association .
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Edmonds

The Matchlock Gun

1 Boy

Lawson

Rabbit Hill

1 Girl

Lenski

Strawberry Girl

4

Bailey

Miss Hickory

1 Girl

DuBois

Twenti-one Bal.loons

2 Girls

Comparison of Reading .Amounts February-M�
with September-May

Girls

1949

1947-48

Records of last ye ar I s readi ng* were available for only
the

31

24

of

members of the group which engaged in the pr ogram of extensive

reading.

Table V, page

to ·May of

1949

64,

shows the number of books read from February

c ompared with the numb er of books read from September to

May of 1947-48. The aITangemen t of pupils is the same as Table II, · page
8.

Column 7 gives the percent of increase in the number of books read

for each o f the

24.

The average increase for the class was

3 78%.

This

proves conclusively that a stimulated reading program gets results in
amount read. particularly in view of the fact that in this comparison the
time of the stimulated program was only one-third that of the preceding
year.
A c omparison of the reading anount s of the "bright " ten and t�e
"dull " ten shows an average increase for the "bright" of 300% and for the

*A cumulative record folder is kept for each of the students in
the Athens City Schools. The child keeps a rec or d of books read during
the year. This is kept in the folder with samples of his class work and
a record of his achievement for the year.
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF AMOUNT OF READilJG DONE--FEBRUARY-MAY 1949
WITH SEPTEMBER-MAY 1947-48

Pupil
1
2

3

4

>

b
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
l>
10
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

2>

26
27
28
29
30
31

.:

.

Sex
B
G
B
B
G
B
G
B
G
G
: G
G
G
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
G :
B
B
B·
: B
G
B
B
B
G
B

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.

Jan . 1949
Age
ll-4
1211-0
12-7
11-8
11-10
11-9
11-3
11-0
10-11
11-2
12-3
13-3
12-3
12-2
11-7
11-9
11-1
1011-3
11->
11-11
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of 200 %.
A c omparison of average i nc rease i n reading for boys and gi rl s

show s for the boys

430%

and for t he girls 291%.

This comparison i ndi

cates the need for avail able readable materials, particularly for boys,
who will read when the material is at hand.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND RECOM1lE"NDATI0NS
The purpose of this study in t he fiel d of intennediate reading
interests was to stimulate the recre ational reading of a 6th grade group
by providing readable books based on the expressed interests of indi
viduals.

It was felt that there w ould be certain other incidental values ,

one of which was the improveme nt of th e social behaviour of the group,
when the members were given an opportunity for cooperative action in a
reading program that was distinctively theirs.
The entire class of 20 boys and 11 girl s participated in the stimu
lated program, which was conduc ted during the th ree months of February,
March, April 1949 .

Each ke pt a record of the books read .

These books

were drawn from two sources--the "cl assroom l ibrary " and 1\mdirected
choices. "

The classroom library consisted of 150 books , 50 of which

were purchased cooperatively by the sixth grade, t he school Parent
Teachers Association ·and the seventh grade .

The re maining 100 books of

the cl assroom collection were borrowed by the lib rarian from the other
two school l ibraries and the Athens Woman I s Club Library to supply re
quests of the students.

These were e ither actu al titles requested wh en

it was possible to obtain them, or recommended books of l ike interests.
The "undirected choice n source totaled 300 books, which were chosen by
individuals from the school library, rental libraries, or from each other.
The individual l ists of books read were tabulated by the writer in
order to show comparisons between t he upper an:l l ower thirds of the group,
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ranked according to their reading ability, and betwe �n boys and girls .
These comparisons were based on amou nt,

1 1 quality" --that

is, books which

appear on certain sta.n:fard reading lists (3 ) (15 ) ( 50 ) --difficulty level,
and interest fields of books read .
The findings which appeared as a result of these c omparisons were:
(1)

The stimulated r eading program, with material available that

was interesting and on a difficulty level v aried to meet individual needs,
produced a great increase in reading amqunts .

This inc rease was measured

by a comparison of reading amounts of the school year 1947-48 wi th the
amount read during the three months I period of the stimulated program.
Each of the 24 students for whom records of the last year • s reading was
available showed an increase ranging from 31% to 900% .

Especially was

this great increase true of the slow readers .
A study of the number of books read by the upper and lower thirds
of the class showed that the pupils w.ho had high reading a bility read more
books than those who had low ability .

In addition, girls read more than

did boys, both in general, and when grouped either as to high or low
ability.
(2 )

The choice of "quality" books (those that appeared on the

three lists ) showed that the low ability readers chose more such books
than di4 the high ability readers.

This was due perhaps

to the fact

that more of these better books were incl uded in the classroom library,
and more of th e slow readers read books from this source .

More boys

than girls chose these "quality" books , because they were more available
than the other type, although the total reading of boys was less than
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that of girls.

The findings in this case indicate that if any effort

is made to improve the reading choices of children, more guidance on
the part of teacher and librarian is n ecessary.

This guidanc e necessi

tates f amiliarity with children ' s books of all types as well as acquaint
ance with each pupil ' s needs a nd interests .
(3)

A comparison of the difficulty rating of

b:, oks

read showed

that the high ability group ten ded to r ead below their reading achieve
ment level, while the low ability group attempted to read books which
were supposedly too difficult for th em, pr ovided the i nterest in such
books was sufficiently great.

Girls, however, tended to read more books

above their reading ability level than did boys, chiefly because girls
at this age read more books and were increasingly interested in accounts
of adult life rather than in physical activiti es.

This tendency to choose

easy books, typical of adults as well as children, indicates a need for
guidance in this, as well as in the choice of better quality material .
ill readers should be encouraged to grow in reading ability by choosi ng
some difficult books instead of reading only those which are enj oyable
because of the ease with which they can be read.

Some system of en

couraging individual growth, suc h as a reading ladder, could be used by
the teacher or librarian who is familiar enough wi th oooks to suggest
successive titles.
This study of recreational reading interests showed three main
facts.

I n the first place, there was a decided interest in fiction rather

than non-fiction.

Secondly, the interest f ields represented by titles <:£

books read indicated that the expressed interests of a group of boys and
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girls are not enough on which to build a balanced reading program.

Pro

vision must be made for the developmental. ne eds by incluiing a greater
variety of int erest fields and then motivating the reading of those books .
Al.though it would appear that the

15

interest fields did provide a good

variety for a reading program, the great majority of books read were
found in the first four groups.

This indic ates that most of the individual

reading done was not sufficiently vari ed.
as follows :

The 1.5 interest fi elds rank

girls ' stories, animal lif e, mys tery and detective stories,

family and school lif e, famous men and women, science, folk tales, picture
books, old favorites, career stories, humorous stories, stories of other
lands, sports stories, and Bible stories.

Thirdly, there was not a great

deal of difference in the reading interests of t he group as a whole.
Interests did not vary greatly between those of high and low r eading
ability.

There was some variation between boys I and girls I int erests .

Boys preferred adventure, animal and sports stories.
girls • stories, family, and mystery stories.

Girls pre ferred

However, many

of

the girls

read books which are ordinarily cal.led boys I books, and some boys read
girls ' books, particularly the more modern series type .
From these findings there are noticeable trends :
(a )

reading . interests are motivated to some extent by movies,

radio, and comic books ;
(b )

interest

in series books of a less commendable quality is

linked with the cheapness an d availability of s uch books;
(c)

modern children prefer modem · books.

Classics, though avail

able in relatively inexpensive reprints, are not being widely read.
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The conclusion which may be drawn from these trends is that the
reading tastes of ch ildren may be seriously affected by the relatively
high cost of good, modern bo oks unless school and public libraries can
be developed and maintained.
An evaluation of the reading program as a whole shows that there
was an improvement in the social attitude of the group.

There was abundant

evidence of cooperation in the enthusiasm w.i th which the grade engaged in
· the reading program and the large numbers of books read by both boys and
g:irls.

The group showed consideration for others in the use of the books

of the classroom collection arrl in their eagerness to share the books
they had read, either as book reports or th e lending of favorites .

Their

pride in having a classroom library was shown in the care which was taken
of the b ooks.

Not one was lost, nor were any carelessly mutilated.

A

room librarian kept the cards in order and the books neatly arranged.
It was the opinion o f the teacher and also of the writer that there was
a better atmosphere in the room during the latter portion of the year .
This was felt to be due to the fact that the group had not only learned
to apply themselves to the stuey of their class work, but were really
interested in the books available and w anted to read.

An examination

of attendance records showed surprisingly few absences during the stimu
lated reading program.

It is true that other factors may have contributed

to this generally good atterrlanc e record.

However, in one case, a boy

who could logic ally have remained at home a little longer because of a
bicycle injury, came back to school in or der not to miss his turn at
reading Kit Carson .

The consensus of opinion of parents, principal,
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and teacher was that th e group showed a noticeable improvement i n attitudes
toward each othe·r on the playground and at parties.

It was believed by

the writer that the group had thorou�J.:y enj oyed the stimulated reading
program a.rd had derived much benefit, not only from the selection of books,
but al. so from the opportunity to work together for a worthwhile project .
The material tha t was gathered in connection with th is study has ·
implications for the reading situation in Athens, as well as in similar
situations.

The increasing emphasis that is being placed on elementary

school libraries by th e Tennessee State Department of Education, indicates
an increased awareness of the value of reading--both informational and
recreational.

The importance of a cent ral library collection in each

school, with a full time librarian for each, cannot be overemphasized.
But there are also important implications for those who supervise chil
dren • s reading-librarians, teachers, and parents .
The librarian must lmow children I s books, but she must also lmow
the children who come in contact with those books.

A casual, once a week

word wi th a child who wants a good book is not e nough.

A closer study

of his needs and interests is indicated as being of great value in help
ing him decide what to read.

Librarians sh ould examine the school records

of both slow and fast readers in order to guide ,visel:y the choice of books.
A closer contact with teachers and even with parents is desirable in the
case of children who never seem to find j ust the right book to read.

In

choosing books for the school librar.y, it is well to make use of the
Children • s Catalog and to purchase those books con sidered to be the best .
But since children are really interested in new books, it is equally
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important to choos e some of the books from reviews which appe ar in current
profes sion al magazine s such as :

Booklist , Hornbook, Childhood Education,

Elementary English, or N . E . A . Journal .

Furth er choic es may be made

from reviews which appe ar in the children ' s magazine s such as Story Parade
or Young Wings .

A clos er s tudy of the books available for slower readers

is indic ated as being mos t important, but the int erests of the average
and the more advanced readers c annot be ne glected .
It is reconnnended that the teachers make us e of an interest in
ventory to learn the s oc ial background as well as the reading interests
of individuals .

Further , each t eacher should be encouraged to make a

study of children ' s literatur e, with emphasis on books of int eres t for
slow readers .

It is now believed that th e problem of reading readines s

i s not limited to th e first grade, but applies to some students in every
grade .

It is e ss ent i al. to know the child I s experient ial background in

order t o guide him wisely .

If he is f orced to read beyond his ability

level, the very purpose of reading-growth an:l enj oyment-are defeated.
Ideally, a group of students should spend s everal periods a week in the
central library, becoming ac quainted with a wide range of bo oks and
reading interests .

Until c entral libraries wi th adequate seating facili

ties are available , however, and even to supplement such c entral c ollec
tions·, teachers c an make good us e of a ro om library .

This clas sroom

collection need not always be one purchas ed by the s tudents , though in
this c ase such a plan had decided value for the development of a coopera
tive spirit among the s tudents .

A room libra.zy c an be . a fluid collection,

drawn from the c entral library for a period of time suitable to the needs
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and interests of the g roup, and used to supplement the individual choices
made during a brief library period, such as has been described in this
study.

This changing collection provid�s not only for the slow readers,

who need a great deal of guidance in the choice of books, but also for
the ones who finish their assigned work quickly and need training in the
wise use of leisure time.
The e fforts to provide

good reading materials in abundance and

upon suitable levels is also the responsibility o f parents.

In this

modern age of radio and home movies, reading time tends to become more
and more limited.

Therefore, parents need to encourage a love of read

ing by doing it themselves and reading with their children.

Parents

also need to provide as much material in the home as they are able to
afford.

A few books of good quality and subscriptions to a few children 1 s

magazines such as Boy 1 s Life, Ame rican Girl ., St ory Parade, or Popular
Science will do a great deal to help the reading si tuation at home .

The

comic books, which are now read so freezy at home, should be j udiciously
In addition, pa rents should encourage children to draw from

chosen.

school and public library a variety of good reading, rich in the elements
of action, surprise, adventure, and excitement .
This study has shown that , wh en stimulated to do so by interesting,
easily read material, readily available, children � and do increase
enormously the amount of reading.

However, in such a recreation al reading

program, a need is indi cated for guidance in th e individual selection of
material.

This is necessary in order to extend the reading ability of both

slow and rapid readers, and to expand their fie lds of interest to in�lude
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a richer variety of recreational an d informational material, for
both present and fut ure needs.
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